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Perhaps the truth

depends on a walk

around the lake.

-Wallace Simpson

There is nothing

worth more than this

day.

--Goethe
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EDITOR NOTES–Susan Keith

The warmth of the summer sun is finally here. This is the time to experience nature at its finest, full of life,
growth and colour. Spending time in nature is therapy for the soul. It is where you can truly feel the con-
nection to what is sacred in all life. The garden answers our need for connection and deep relationship by
providing a space for belonging, a place where we can express ourselves and form relationships with the
plants, ourselves and the space we inhabit. In the garden, rather than feeling insecure and threatened by
change, we look forward to it. It is where we can recognize that we must loose something to gain some-
thing. We learn here how to trust in change and even death, because we can see the continuum.

As a gardener, you create a relationship with your garden, each nurturing the other. In this personal sanctu-
ary, we can be fulfilled by silence, a meditative silence that gently takes us into our own souls, the seat of
all healing. Initially, as I began preparing my garden this year, I was more concerned with the physical
preparations. However, as my hands connected with the soil, and I became aware of the fragrances around
me and the breeze on my skin, I noticed a change within. I began to feel the life energy pulsating in this
place, life that needed not just new soil, water and light, but nurturing, gentle care. I was reminded that
cultivation requires patience.  Jon Kabat Zinn, Ph.D. says “Patience is a form of wisdom.  It demonstrates 
that we understand and accept the fact that sometimes things must unfold in their own time”.   

Nature presents life unfolding for us to view as example. We act as witness to the experience, a perspective
that we can then apply to our own daily lives, which helps us to step back from the automatic responses that
sometimes restrict us. We can begin to enjoy the richness of life with an acceptance that allows us to see
and accept things as they actually are, rather than resisting and trying to make them something else.

This summer, allow yourself permission to step back, take a new perspective on the events in your life and
be nourished by what nature has to say. There is beauty in all life that is allowed to blossom in its own
time.

The grass is wet beneath my feet
The morning due lingers
Nature’s scent of lilacs sweet

Soft beneath my fingers
The sun providing rays of hope

To new life far below
Miracles of earth before my eyes

The honeysuckle grows
The beauty of a garden wild

Innocent in its glory
Basking naked in the sun

Telling its own story
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A FEW WORDS - from the President - Darka Neill

With the end of Nursing Week activities and recognition of the valuable role that nurses play in healthcare, I wonder why it needs
to end there? How can we celebrate nursing and nurses year round? How do we reconnect to the heart of nursing? How do we
renew and maintain our spirit?

What better way than to share stories of nurses who are committed to the care of others in mindbodyspirit. Stories of how we are
present with our clients, how we listen with compassion not judgement, and how our responses and those of our clients change
when we do so. Stories of how we take the extra step and make a difference in the quality of life of our clients and their families
with the practice of Complementary Therapies (CT). Lest we forget, stories of how the practice of CT impacted our lives, and
the lives of our families.

We will know and recognize renewed spirit in the stories we tell. We will recognize renewed spirit in the admiration and recog-
nition we give one another through stories of engagement and awards. We will know if people participate and respond to calls
for input and feedback. We will know if the work gets done. We will know if our goals have been met. We will know because
conversations about hope and inspiration will replace career discontent and a discourse of regret. We are all responsible for
this spirit work. Pesut, D. 2005. Renewal through attention to spirit. Honour Society of Nursing, Sigma Theta Tau Interna-
tional Newsletter Volume 2 Issue 4, p1-2.

It is with this intent that I share my short story with you. A story about how seemingly unremarkable incidents and remarkable
people came together to create a turning point in my life. Back in the mid 90's I became dissatisfied and disillusioned with my
nursing practice. There had to be more to nursing than I was experiencing. There had to be a different way of looking at things.
All these thoughts and feelings motivated me to go back to school. And so I enrolled in the Post RN degree program at Ryerson
University. My first few courses, anatomy and physiology, pathophysiology and nursing theories were quite interesting. But,
when we discussed spirituality and CT, my interest really peaked. Serendipitously, a flyer announcing classes on Therapeutic
Touch at the hospital where I work was posted in an area that I normally would not pass. I signed up!!!!! I was ready to move
forward in a new direction. Learning TT initiated my letting go of a prior way of being to a new way of being. Although I was
always attuned to the interplay of the mindbodyspirit, TT actually gave me a way of articulating this more fully as well as develo-
oping my senses and paying attention to my intuition as I had not before. It opened my mind to new ways of thinking, my heart to
a new way of understanding and developed a new set of skills to enhance my holistic nursing practice.

Shortly afterwards, in a class on nursing issues and trends, I developed a personal/professional vision and plan of action with the
guidance, encouragement and creative assignments of my nursing instructor, Regina Cowan. It was a commitment to practice
nursing in a more holistic manner than I had been. As a result, I negotiated my final clinical placement at Ryerson in the Thera-
peutic Touch Clinic at the Toronto East General Hospital. I was able to connect with Jodi Cole and Janet Fallaize, both Recog-
nized Therapeutic Touch Practitioners and Teachers. What a team! What knowledge, experience and encouragement I gained
from them. Every day I was there I learned not only from Jodi and Janet, but so much from the clients who attended the clinic.

From that time I became a sponge, taking in all I could about CT, spirituality, self-development; tuning in more and more to my
true self and my path in this life. I connected with like-minded nurses and with their passion, commitment, and assistance
founded the CTNIG. Being president of the CTNIG has opened many doors for me; learning about myself and my nursing prac-
tice, pushing me beyond my comfort levels as well as giving me opportunities to promote CT in nursing and healthcare. While
the journey has been fraught with disappointments and significant challenges, the work continues. I am a work in progress and so
the transformation continues!!! I look forward to seeing where it leads. Stay tuned!!!

Now I would like to hear some of your stories.
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CTNIG EVENTS

RNAO-CTNIG BREAKFAST MEETING
On April 23, 2005, the CTNIG held a
breakfast meeting at the RNAO’s AGM 
at the Hilton Suites in Markham. Sheila
Lewis, B.Sc.N., M.H.Sc., Associate Lec-
turer at York University, gave a most
stimulating presentation entitled Wat-
son’s Theory of Human Caring: Trans-
personal Caring Science as Sacred Sci-
ence. Creating an excellent learning
environment, Sheila introduced the con-
cept of Unitary Caring Science, discuss-
ing the meanings of caring, creating
transpersonal caring consciousness and
the goals of transpersonal caring science
as sacred science. Many thanks Sheila.

Connie Denomme presents Sheila Lewis, B.Sc.N., M.H.Sc., (left)
with an honorarium from CTNIG for her presentation at the CTNIG
general meeting.

SELF CARE FOR NURSES AT THE RNAO AGM

The CTNIG once again provided CT sessions to the participants of the RNAO AGM on April 22 in an ef-
fort to educate nurses about CT through the use of CT for self care. The CTNIG members who offered
treatments included:

Laurie McGill and Charlene Schiffer - Reflexology

Mary Ann Alexander, Karen Marks, and Magee McGuire - Therapeutic TouchTM

Paula Rosen and Alexandra Johnson - Healing Touch

Elizabeth Leong - Divine Healing

Rhonda Shuter - Energy Massage - Nikken

Jodi Cole and Darka Neill were also involved in the organization and coordination of CT treatments.

Best estimate of the number of treatments done were about 50 over the morning coffee and lunch breaks.
There were many grateful nurses coming out of the CT sessions

The CTNIG executive wish to thank all who took the time to participate in this event. It was a wonderful
opportunity for the practitioners to facilitate healing in those who came for CT treatments.
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"What have WE been up too?"
- by Jodi Cole

We have been busy!! Let's start with a submission from
Darka Neill, President of CTNIG. Darka reported on an
event held April 16, 2005 at The Hospital for Sick Chil-
dren. The conference was called "Cancer & Complemen-
tary Therapies: The Facts" and was sponsored by F.A.C.T.
(Friends of Alternative and Complementary Therapies) as
well as the CTNIG. There were two hundred and fifty in
attendance. While keynote speakers presented in the main
auditorium, concurrent sessions for twenty-five participants
on Therapeutic Touch and Mindfulness Meditation were
held. The sessions were repeated twice throughout the day.
Each of the sessions was well attended. Darka Neill facili-
tated the Therapeutic Touch Sessions. Susan Keith, Public
Relations Officer for TTNO acted as Registrant. Susan is
also the Editor of this newsletter.

Now let's turn to Maria Rossiter-Thornton. Maria was in-
vited by Tellus Mobility to participate in their "Wellness in
the Workplace Day" February 23, 2005. Due to a sudden
death in the family, however, Maria was unable to attend.
At short notice, Linda LeRoux kindly stepped into her
place and offered Therapeutic Touch to a number of par-
ticipants. The feedback was very positive. All who par-
ticipated felt the benefits of the relaxation associated with
TT, many of them commenting on how they would have
welcomed an even longer session.

Oh well, maybe next time! This was the first request for
Therapeutic Touch at this yearly event but Maria has every
reason to believe it won't be her last.

Maria also presented Therapeutic Touch at the 13th Annual
Canadian Association of Nurses in A.I.D.S. Care Conference
in May. The affair was held in Banff and the title of the pres-
entation was "Compassionate End of Life Care Using Thera-
peutic Touch". Jim Donovan RN BScN, nurse and long time
practitioner of Therapeutic Touch at Casey House A.I.D.S.
Hospice joined Maria for this presentation. Our congratula-
tions to you both!

There's more about CTNIG too. In April, during the An-
nual General Meeting of the RNAO, CTNIG organized and
orchestrated a "Care for the Care-giver" event at the meeting.
Several CTNIG members offered mini sessions in a variety of
modalities: Healing Touch, Therapeutic Touch, Power &
Divine Healing, Aromatherapy, Reflexology, and Nikken.

And last but not least, Marleene Burfield and Maureen Smith
joined several other Toronto East General Therapeutic Touch
volunteers in providing T.T. to staff at the hospital during a
"Care for the Care-giver" event held during Nurses Week.
The event was facilitated by Jodi Cole, Clinical Facilitator
and CTNIG member. Darka Neill provided Reiki and Eliza-
beth Leong held Power & Divine Healing sessions. Jane
Graham lead staff through relaxation imagery. It was a great
success and the planning for next year has already begun.

CTNIG GENERAL MEETING

This year's CTNIG General Meeting was held in conjunction with the RNAO AGM on April 23.
Jodi Cole, our secretary, took minutes for those of you who are interested in receiving them.
Special thanks to those who came out and shared your stories of CT and what a profound impact practicing
CT had on your lives.

Laurie McGill, our Education Chair, did a wonderful meditation, as usual. It was a treat for all to be trans-
ported to a peaceful place by her words and voice.

Sheila Lewis, Associate Lecturer at York University and Research Chair in the CTNIG did a riveting pres-
entation on Watson's Theory of Human Caring:Transpersonal; Caring Science as Sacred Science. We
were all in agreement and identified with the concepts presented and only wished there was more time for
discussion.

Stay tuned for the date of the CTNIG AGM in the fall and feel free to suggest a topic for our presentation at
that time. Please contact our Education Chairs Laurie or Tammy or President, Darka about what you
would like to have presented.

Contact info at the end of newsletter.
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POLICY & POLITICAL ACTION
By Connie Denomme, R.N., B.Sc.N.

As chair of the policy and political action committee for the CTNIG, I have been working with Marsh Insurance, the College of
Nurses of Ontario and the RNAO on clarifying the scope of practice of RN’s who incorporate complementary therapies into 
their practice or have developed an independent practice that integrates complementary therapies with their nursing knowledge,
skill and judgement. Currently the Marsh Nurse-Insure program through the RNAO offers 3 categories for malpractice cover-
age:

Category 1: covers Scope of Practice as defined by the College of Nurses.

Category 2: covers a limited number of complementary therapies including Therapeutic Touch, Reiki, Polarity etc. Paying for
this category includes coverage for your nursing scope of practice as defined by the CNO.

Category 3: covers other complementary therapies which include more invasive modalities such as acupuncture as well as any
new modalities proposed to and accepted by Marsh as eligible for coverage.

The discussion process with Marsh raised numerous questions by both the insurers, CTNIG board members and RNAO repre-
sentatives. This has been an ongoing process since the fall and will contribute significantly to our practices of integrative health
care. At present the following questions are on the table for discussion and will be presented at a meeting with Marsh, CNO,
CTNIG and RNAO:

1) Clarification and concerns regarding scope of practice as defined by CNO vs. Marsh; how do they differ, how are they
same?  At this time we could argue that all nurses practicing complementary therapies are practicing nursing under the CNO’s 
scope of practice as long as they have the knowledge and skill and judgement to do so and are not breaching RHPA legislation.

2) Does a nurse in independent practice integrating complementary therapies practice nursing within the scope of practice of
CNO and the RHPA?

3) As a self regulated health profession, it is the responsibility of the RN’s to ensure that they are practicing nursing; that they
are using their knowledge, skill and judgement and are practicing within the RHPA and not breaching any of the 13 regulated
acts that RN’s cannot currently do unless they have an appropriate order from one of the regulated professionals we can take 
orders from and have the knowledge, skill and judgement to implement the modality/treatment program.

As I have said this has been a long process with several questions raised on both sides of the table. We are in the midst of plan-
ning a meeting for mid June—so if you have any feedback about this, please feel free to email me at the included email below.
Any and all feedback would be helpful. In the meantime I would suggest that each individual review the standards of practice
from the college, the RHPA (the CNO has this legislation available on the web site to order/print, as well acquire a copy of the
handout labelled “Am I practicing nursing? Also available on the college website.  The insurance world works in a very differ-
ent way and by being a more educated and vocal organization, we could eventually see a real added asset in our ability to
change how health is offered in the province of Ontario!!! Complementary therapies, self care and freedom of choice for health
care can lead to a more integrative health care in the province of Ontario which can only enhance and improve our current sys-
tem.

So please feel free to provide any information regarding your ideas, concerns, current practice as well as any struggles you may
have had in obtaining malpractice insurance as a nurse incorporating CT’s into your practice.  Any and all will help contribute 
to our presentation and possible report back to Marsh/RNAO/CNO. I look forward to hearing from you and please identify in
the subject line of your email CTNIG–PPA, so that I do not eliminate those that I do not recognize.

Keep the engines rolling

Connie Denomme RN. BScN, CHTP, ENC (C)

Policy and political action committee CTNIG/RNAO

Deno64@sympatico.ca
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continues to grow. Kim can be reached at kwats@netrover.com

We have a new area liason for the CTNIG, Denise Konopaskie, in the Sault Ste Marie area. Denise can be
reached at 705-759-4996 or by email at equinoxi@sympatico.ca. She is planning a meeting for her area on
Tuesday, September 6 at Rome's 7:30 pm - 9:00 pm. Please contact Denise for further details.

Our Belleville area liaison, Janet Riley writes to inform us that they decided to not have any further meet-
ings at this time. A lack of local interest brings them to this decision which is unfortunate for us all. Janet
will remain a contact for this area, however, and will continue to spread the word through her teaching at
Loyalist College. Many thanks to Janet for her continued support.

The movement toward integrative health care that we all are working towards cannot happen without initia-
tives from our pioneers i.e. those of us who are working in complementary therapies. We need everyone,
not only to support the movement, but to become involved, so that it does not fall on only a dedicated few.
Please take a moment to consider how you might contribute to the organization that supports your work, the
CTNIG, and contact any one of the board members and/or area liaisons for information on how you can
help.

Many hands make light work!!

EVENT RESPONSES

The education day sponsored by CTNIG and FACT (Friends of Alternative and Complementary Therapies)
entitled “Cancer and Complementary Therapies: The Facts was well attended to say the least.  For the most 
part, feedback from this event has been favourable indeed. All comments and suggestions have been re-
viewed by the planning committee and are considered valuable to the process for organizing future events.
Not everyone was in agreement with all presentations and some concerns were noted about the screening of
presenters for accuracy of information.

In response to those comments, Darka Neill writes “We have undertaken to provide research-based infor-
mation on views that while not yet mainstream, do have value when considering a comprehensive, holistic
cancer treatment plan. In all the presentations, when considering any additions to conventional cancer treat-
ment, supervision (by both) a Medical andComplementary Therapy practitioner was recommended.”

“Dialogue and movement is beginning to take place to integrate both conventional medical treatment and its 

REACHING OUT—AREA LIAISONS

Kim Watson, one of our members writes, "Please send my name and
email address to the area members (Essex County) and maybe we can
start meeting occasionally and see where it takes us." If you are in
Kim’s area, give her a call and start networking with CT nurses close 
to you. It is by the efforts of people like Kim, that our organization
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traditional forms of scientific inquiry with complementary therapies, many of which have stood the test of
time, and the development of innovative forms of scientific inquiry that best capture evidence in these mo-
dalities. Both of these models are respected and valued in the new (healthcare) paradigm. Transition and
transformation to this worldview, however, does take time. Rather than censor, we would prefer to explore
the vast body of knowledge that exists and support a dialogue to get the best of both.”

Further comments were:

The education day on Saturday at HSC was great! I was impressed with your presenters and learned some
new things. Thanks for all the hard work that goes into making these events a reality.

Ann Ginou

Just wanted to thank you for Saturday. I found the whole day inspiring and informative. I am sure there
was a lot of work involved putting it together. It was well worth the trip for me and I look forward to more
such opportunities.

MarieKnapp

Thanks so much for inviting me to be a part of the wonderful event yesterday. I think the panelists were
very varied and excellent choices, and the two small TT sessions were quite wonderful. I just sent a full re-
port to Dee and she's read it because she already answered me about it.. The event attracted such a great
mixture of patients, interested persons, professionals and health providers. Thanks again for involving me.

Crystal Hawk

FOOD FOR THOUGHT—from AHNA
Creating Safe, Holistic Healing Environments

The concept of patient safety is being redefined as agencies and institutions begin to take a more holistic
approach to creating safe, healing environments that embrace body, mind and spirit. Aesthetic and ergo-
nomic factors in the work environment have been recognized for their impact on patient safety, but also for
their ability to promote healing and to improve quality. In a recent paper, Patricia Seifert RN, MSN, CNOR,
CRNFA, FAAN and Deborah S. Hickman RN, BSN, MS, CNOR, CRNFA analyzed findings from environ-
mental research that affect the safety and satisfaction of patients and their healthcare providers.

Reference: Seifert, P., & Hickman, D. (2005) Enhancing patient safety in a healing environment. Topics in
Advanced Practice Nursing e-Journal, 5 (1): (c)2005 Medscape.

Herbal Use in Children on the Rise

According to a review in the March issue of the Journal of Pediatrics, the use of CAM by parents or care-
takers is the single best predictor of CAM use in children. Herbal use by children is increasing with 28% to
40% of children exposed to herbals for conditions such as asthma, anxiety, insomnia, and ADHD. Review-
ers examined medical and scientific information currently available for the most commonly used botanical
dietary supplements used in children including Andrographis paniculata, cranberry, echinacea, evening
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primrose seed oil, garlic, ivy leaf, and valerian.

Reference: Hrastinger, A., Dietz, B., Bauer, R., Sagraves R. & Mahady, G. (2005, March). Is there clinical
evidence supporting the use of botanical dietary supplements in children? Journal of Pediatrics, 146, 311-
317.

IN THE NEWS

HATS OFF TO NURSES

The Standard (St. Catharines - Niagara) Mon 21 Mar 2005

This article from Montreal stated that the top three most admired and trusted professions currently are fire-
fighters, nurses and farmers. The Leger Marketing poll conducted March 1-8 suggested that firefighters
equalled last year's 97 per cent, while nurses (94), farmers (91), doctors (89) and teachers (88) rounded out
this year's top five.

Nurses Top List in Honesty and Ethics Again in Gallup Poll 12/09/04

The Gallup Organization's annual poll on professional honesty and ethical standards ranked nurses number
one. Nurses have topped the list every year, except one, since they were added to the survey in 1999.

ELLEN HADLEY was featured in the New Hamburg Independent newspaper in April this year for her
new Complementary Therapy business. Here, partially is what it said:

“For a former nurse, whose medical training is grounded in traditional methods of healing, the revelation 
that there were other ancient, almost spiritual methods to treat and prevent illness was enlightening.
"We didn't grow up knowing there's this other part of us." Hadley's interest in complementary therapies,
specifically reflexology, (Therapeutic TouchTM)and the lesser-known BEAM therapy started four years ago
when she began studying alternative forms of health care. The transition from nurse to full-time mom, back
to health care has taken close to 20 years.

Known better locally as one of the members of Strings Attached, the family of gifted musicians who have
performed everywhere from Castle Kilbride to the Wellesley Apple Butter and Cheese Festival, has em-
barked on a new path that stems from a long history as a health care professional. The former registered
nurse recently opened her business of Complementary Therapies in New Hamburg's Health Coach Wellness
and Vitality Centre.

The most well known and popular of the therapies Hadley offers is reflexology. Used for centuries by prac-
titioners looking to help patients improve circulation, digestion and remove bodily toxins, the practice in-
volves the stimulation of the soles of the feet. Hadley (also) uses (Therapeutic TouchTM) in partnership with
reflexology treatments Although many people take reflexology treatments as a way of pampering them-
selves and relieving stress, Hadley calls the treatments a tonic for the entire body that can help with every-
thing from pain relief to improving the quality of someone's sleep. Hadley says she has heard of reflexol-
ogy helping a mentally disabled client who seemed to "wake up" and become more engaged in the world
around her after several treatments "Healing injuries is more than just scraping the skin off," Hadley says,
explaining how a person's emotional well being is elemental in maintaining physical health.” 
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Medical schools recognizing alternative medicines: Goal is to allow doctors to incor-
porate non-medical therapies into patient care

The Standard (St. Catharines - Niagara) Mon 06 Jun 2005

Page: B3 Section: Spectrum Byline: Joann Loviglio Source: The Associated Press

Once largely dismissed as a New Age fad, acupuncture, herbal remedies and other forms of alternative
medicine are finding their way into curricula at traditional medical schools.

Doctors at the University of Pennsylvania are working with Tai Sophia Institute, an alternative medicine
school in Maryland, on a program to teach medical students about herbal therapies, meditation and other
approaches to health that are increasingly popular with the public but largely exist outside the realm of
mainstream medicine. The program will start in August.

"We're not going to turn great surgeons into acupuncturists or herbalists; that's not the idea," said Robert
Duggan, co-founder of Tai Sophia. "The goal is that Penn medical school graduates will be highly able to
speak with patients about how to guide these things into their overall care."

More than a third of American adults have tried alternative therapies -- including yoga, meditation, herbs
and bestselling low-carb diets -- according to a 2002 government survey of 31,000 people, the largest
study of its kind in the United States.

Universities across the country, in response to the burgeoning numbers, are increasingly focusing on
complementary medicine (used along with conventional treatment) and alternative medicine (used instead
of conventional treatment). Some are creating their own programs and others are working with alternative
medicine practitioners, said Aviad Haramati, a professor at Georgetown University's medical school.

"More and more there's a willingness by conventional schools to recognize the CAM (complementary
and alternative medicine) schools as having this expertise," Haramati said. "And there's a recognition by
the CAM disciplines that linking with conventional academic centres to foster research is a good thing."

Georgetown students work with a massage therapy school, for example, and Tufts University students
work with an acupuncture school, he said.

"It made perfect sense to us," said Dr. Alfred P. Fishman of Penn's medical school, co-director of the col-
laboration. "We thought, why start from scratch? This is a very respected organization with 30 years of
hands-on experience."

More than 95 of the country's 125 medical schools require some kind of complementary and alternative
medicine coursework, according to the Association of American Medical Colleges.
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Request from CTNIG member Marie Knapp who would like to determine if there is
interest in Ontario to run a Canadian Holistic Nurses Association (CHNA) Speciali-
zation course for holistic nursing practice.

Please respond to Marie directly if you are interested.

Are you interested in taking the Canadian Holistic Nurses Association (CHNA) Specialization
Level I course. You can go to www.chna.ca and click specialization to obtain information about
the Specialization Program. An Institute is planned for Calgary in September but one can be of-
fered in Ontario if there are 10 or more participants.

This Specialization Program is for any registered nurse interested in growing professionally and
becoming prepared for holistic nursing practice. It is designed to meet the Canadian Nurses Asso-
ciation requirement of acquiring specialty practice status, although currently is not a CNA cer-
tification specialty. The program, along with the CHNA Standards for Holistic Nursing Practice,
unify and provide credibility and recognition to holistic nursing within the Canadian Nurses Asso-
ciation, Provinces, and Territories. It provides you with a framework to guide your holistic nurs-
ing practice based on a unified theory of human wholeness and energy field theories. Supported
by nursing theory and research, the program offers you a language to explain holistic nursing
practice and the use of energy field modalities. It also provides you with opportunity to learn and
practice a variety of energy field modalities.

Format of Study

Each level consists of three components, to be taken in the following order:

1. The Home Study Component begins three months prior to the Institute date, and requires
approximately 50 hours to complete. The CHNA Home Study Notebook will guide and assist
course participants in completing the required self-study units.

2. The Institute Component provides classroom instruction to clarify theory and concepts,
hands on practice of energy field modalities, health patterning process, and aspects of being a ho-
listic nurse. Level-I Institute consists of three days, Level-II and -III Institutes both require four
days. Please contact CHNA for the Institute sites and dates.

3. The Clinical Practice Component-each participant will complete the course requirements
at her home site. A program mentor will be assigned to support each participant during the practi-
cum, and will evaluate the clinical work. (Refer to the evaluation section).

For more information and fees please check the website: www.chna.ca <http://www.chna.ca>

Please let me know at marieknapp@rogers.com if you would be interested in participating.
Thank you.

Marie Knapp
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Report from Sheila Lewis,

Research Officer CTNIG

This spring has been full of new life and energy. I
have had a number of requests from CTNIG
members for specific complementary therapy re-
search information and look forward to continued
dialogue with you. Some CTNIG members re-
quested information concerning the College of
Nurses of Ontario document entitled " Providing
Complementary Therapies: What is Your Role?"

Networking has included discussing the comple-
mentary therapy resources offered by Health Can-
ada. Joan Simpson, a Policy Analyst with Health
Canada has suggested that members of CTNIG
may be interested in the following documents
available on the internet at http://www.hc-
sc.gc.ca/hppb/healthcare/cahc

1. Perspectives on complementary and alternative
health care: A collection of papers prepared for
Health Canada

2. Complementary and alternative health practices
and therapies: A Canadian overview - prepared by
York University Centre for Health Studies.

I look forward to receiving and sharing any infor-
mation you may have concerning research and
complementary therapies. Take care.

Sheila

NOTICE

Once again we have been asked back to the On-
tario Hospice Association Annual Conference.
However, This year we will not be providing
complimentary treatments to those attending.
Rather, we have been invited to participate in a
more integrated way. The CTNIG is being asked
to present Complementary Therapies, a general
introduction and their role in end of life care. The
conference is scheduled for September 15th to
17th. This is a wonderful opportunity for us to
spread the word. Watch for more information, via
separate email, on this most important event.

Brief Book Review by Sheila Lewis

Skidmore-Roth, L. (2004). Mosby's hand-
book of herbs & natural supplements

(2nd ed.). St. Louis, Missouri: Mosby Inc.

This small handbook is a useful reference book for
information on almost 300 herbal and natural supple-
ments. It has been thoroughly researched and re-
viewed by an interdisciplinary team of nurses, phar-
macists, midwives and health educators. Each herb
or supplement is presented alphabetically by their
common name, scientific name, herb class, origin,
uses, product availability and dosages, precautionary
information, client considerations, pharmacology,
actions and references.

I found the glossary at the end of the book to be very
helpful, along with a listing of CAM education pro-
grams in the USA and Canada. Appendix F includes
a very relevant pediatric herbal guide for common
herbs, along with references. A listing of drug/herb
interactions also appears to be evidence-based and
relevant for clinicians.

My only criticism might be the fact that many of the
references for each herb do not include many refer-
ences from the past two years as this reflects the time
required for development and publication of any
book. Thus, I would recommend that you also con-
sider completing a literature search for the most up-
to-date research on a specific herb or supplement.

If you have read a good book lately, please share
your thoughts with us. A short commentary is all
that is required. Perhaps you have other media
sources that would be of interest to your col-
leagues. Simply email the information to the edi-
tor so that everyone can benefit.
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WHO TO CONTACT

President Darka Neill; 416-239-9083; darka_neill@sympatico.ca

Communications Officer Jodi Cole; 416-469-6419; jcole@tegh.on.ca

Membership Coordinator Jeannette McCullough; 416-536-7424; hawthorn@pathcom.com

Executive Editor Susan Keith; 905-278-9800; ch.concepts@sympatico.ca

Education Officers TammyAnderson; 905-873-6982; Laurie McGill; 416-868-1817

Research Officer Sheila Lewis; 416-736-2100(22567); sheilalewis@rogers.com

Policy & Political Action Officer Connie Denomme; 416-425-2744; deno64@sympatico

Finance Officer Claire Stark; 416-535-6357; claire.stark@sympatico.ca

RNAO-CTNIG WEBSITE

UPDATE: Our website is making progress. We have received the first prototype for review and have
made several suggestions to the programmers. We are confident that in the end we will have an easy to
browse site that will provide a higher profile for the CTNIG to the public, excellent member access and in-
teraction and administrative efficiency.  We’ll keep you posted on its progress.

WEBSITES

www.nccam.nih.gov/

The National Centre for Complementary and Alternative Medicine is a US government
sanctioned research group that is “dedicated to exploring complementary and alternative 
healing practices in the context of rigorous science, training complementary and alternative
medicine researchers, and disseminating authoritative information to the public and profes-
sionals.”  Its four main areas of focus are research, research training and career develop-
ment, outreach i.e. sponsoring conferences and education programs, and integration of com-
plementary and alternative modalities into conventional medicine.


